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Overview of the Airbnb 
Community 
in Lisbon & Portugal
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76+22+2
CURRENTLY ACTIVE LISTINGS BY TYPE

AIRBNB LISTINGS VISITED IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR

Guests

Airbnb Listings

Hosts

76% Entire 
Home / Apt

22% 
Private Room

2% Shared Space

Airbnb hosts in Portugal have been welcoming guests into their homes since 2009.  The following page 
captures the Airbnb community in Portugal between January 1, 2015 and January 1, 2016. 

Overview of the Airbnb Community in Portugal

Note: All data above is drawn from Airbnb proprietary bookings data.

Hosts who have hosted 
in the past year

15,000

Guest arrivals in the 
past year

912,000
Average length of 
stay per guest

4.4 nights
Outbound guests in 
the past year

133,300

Monthly earnings for a 
typical host

Days hosted annually per 
typical listing

€ 290 68

<=20,000

100,001-200,000

20,001-50,000

>200,000

50,001-100,000

Hosts with just 1 listing

Hosts with 1 or 2 listings

71%

85%
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Airbnb Host and Guest Profile in Portugal

53+47 53%  Female47% Male

Average host age Hosts over age 50

42 26%

Airbnb hosts in Portugal are regular community members who rent their homes occasionally 
throughout the year, earning modest but significant supplemental income to help make ends meet.

HOST GENDER

Host Profile

Guest Profile

Hosts who use 
Airbnb income to 
make ends meet

Nights hosted per year by 
a typical listing

Monthly earnings for a 
typical host

38%

Airbnb guests to Portugal predominately travel for vacation and leisure. Guests chose to stay in Airbnb 
properties because they are looking for an authentic, local experience. 

68 € 290

91+3+2+2+1+1
4% Other

Vacation / Leisure91%

91% of Airbnb 
guests visit Portugal 
for vacation and 
leisure. 

3% Visiting friends / family
3% Work-related reasons

GUEST TRAVEL MOTIVATIONS

People in the 
average party size

2.6 
Percent of trips that 
involve 4 or fewer guests

Guests who chose 
Airbnb so they can 
“live like a local”

91% 88%



Executive Summary - Lisbon
Airbnb hosts in Lisbon have been welcoming guests into their homes since 2009. Over the past 7 years, 
Lisbon residents have formed a vibrant Airbnb community, sharing unique experiences with travelers 
from around the world. 

Environmental Impact

Economic Activity

Guest arrivals in the 
past year

433,000
Total economic activity

€ 267.7 M

Energy savings equivalent of

7,600 Homes
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73+26+1
CURRENTLY ACTIVE LISTINGS BY TYPEAIRBNB LISTINGS VISITED IN THE PREVIOUS YEAR

Guests

Airbnb Listings

Hosts

73% Entire 
Home / Apt

26% 
Private Room

1% Shared Space

The following page captures the Airbnb community in Lisbon between January 1, 2015 and January 1, 
2016. 

Overview of the Airbnb Community in Lisbon

Hosts who have hosted 
in the past year

4,550

Guest arrivals in the 
past year

433,000
Average length of 
stay per guest

4.1 nights
Outbound guests in 
the past year

43,600

Monthly earnings for a 
typical host

Days hosted annually per 
typical listing

€ 530 76

<=5,000

20,001-50,000

5,001-10,000

>50,000

10,001-20,000
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Airbnb Host Profile in Lisbon

51+49 51%  Female49% Male

Average host age Hosts over age 50

39 16%

Airbnb hosts in Lisbon are regular community members who rent their homes occasionally throughout 
the year, earning modest but significant supplemental income to help make ends meet.

HOST GENDER

Host Demographic Profile

Host Economic Profile

Average number of years a host 
has lived in their hometown

25

HOST INCOME LEVELS

42% of hosts’ 
household income 
is at or below 
Portugal’s median 
household income.
(€ 16,300 /year)

10%

More than € 26,100 

Less than € 10,201

€ 10,201 - €14,300

€ 14,301 - € 16,300

€ 16,301 - € 18,800

3% 5%
6%

7%19+15+9+9+16+329%

32%

19%

9%

15%

16%
€ 18,801 - €26,100

Notes: Median income data for Lisbon is from European Commission’s Eurostat database, 2013 Income by Quintile tables, adjusted 
for average household size and inflated to 2015 values.  

The income that Airbnb hosts earn is critical to helping them make ends meet and stay 
in the homes they love. Many of the Airbnb hosts in Lisbon earn below median income. 

Hosts who use 
Airbnb income to 
make ends meet

Nights booked per year 
per typical listing

Monthly earnings for a 
typical host

43% 76 € 530
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Airbnb Guest Profile in Lisbon

Guests from around the world are using Airbnb to visit Lisbon.

People in the 
average party size

2.6 
Percent of trips that 
involve 4 or fewer guests

Guests who chose 
Airbnb so they can 
“live like a local”

92% 92%

91+4+3+2
2% Other

Vacation / Leisure91%

91% of Airbnb 
guests visit Lisbon 
for vacation and 
leisure. 

3% Work-related reasons
2% Conference
1% Business

4% Visiting friends / family

Airbnb guests to Lisbon predominately travel for vacation and leisure. Guests chose to 
stay in Airbnb properties because they are looking for an authentic, local experience. 

GUEST TRAVEL MOTIVATIONS

Guest Origin

1%  Asia

2% Australia

1% Africa & 
Middle East

 5% South &
 Latin America

 10% North America

 81% Europe
27%   France
10%   Germany
  9%   United Kingdom

Guest Profile

Airbnb is an affordable way to travel in the true sense of the 
word: having the possibility to connect with various local 
cultures, and explore the city at your own pace, something 
that is not possible in a typical tourist accommodation. 
Alessia V., Airbnb Guest to Lisbon

“
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Host and Guest Quotes

Feeling like a local in a foreign city feels like millions and 
Airbnb alone makes that happen. During our stay in Lisbon, 
our host was so welcoming that she was like a friend we 
occasionally visit. Her tips were on point, saved us a lot of 
time and we got to experience a very pleasant trips.
Airbnb Guest to Lisbon

“
Hosting has brought meaning to my professional life, as it has 
allowed me to have my own business and do something for 
which I studied. Besides the sense of professional fulfillment, 
It also enabled me to have a job where I am my own boss 
and can do what I love, which is welcoming people.
Albertino R., Airbnb Host in Lisbon

“
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Airbnb and Tourism
Responsible home sharing is a new engine for Lisbon tourism and the Lisbon economy. Airbnb grows the 
tourism pie, attracting many guests who might otherwise not have come, or been able to stay as long. 

Note: The traditional tourism neighborhoods are defined as the following postal codes: 1100.

Tourism

Guests who would not have 
come or not have stayed as long 
without Airbnb

Guests for whom Airbnb makes 
them more likely to return

29% 76%
Average length of stay per 
guest

4.1 nights

4.6
Guests who chose 
Airbnb because of the 
Amenities

93%

Airbnb guests to Lisbon are often looking for more than traditional hotels offer. 
Staying in a home provides them with the amenities they want, and results in positive 
experiences that make them want to return. 

Average host rating (out of 5)

Airbnb Guest Experiences

AIRBNB LISTINGS VS. HOTELS

70% of guests 
stayed outside 
of the traditional 
tourism 
neighborhoods. 

Airbnb properties

Hotels
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Local Economy
The economic activity of Airbnb guests in Lisbon contributes to local economic health, supporting local 
resident hosts whose Airbnb income is critical to helping them make ends meet, and supporting local 
businesses that don’t typically benefit from tourism spending. 

€ 42.8M 

€ 267.7 M 

37+21+15+13+12+237% Restaurants

Shopping

12%

13%

15%

21%

2% Other

Groceries

Transportation

Entertainment

The average Airbnb 
guest spends 38% 
of their money at 
local businesses in 
the neighborhoods 
in which they stay.

Local Economic Activity

Tourism Spending

Income earned by 
local households

Economic activity

Estimated visitor spending at 
Lisbon businesses

€ 224.9M
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Monthly earnings for a 
typical host

Hosts who use Airbnb 
income to make ends 
meet

Average percent of 
annual income that 
hosts spend on rent or 
mortgage

Airbnb income used 
for regular household 
expenses

€ 530 43% 

53% 26% 

30+14+10+9+13+2430%

13%

10%

24%

9%
14%

More than half 
of all listings are 
rented for fewer 
than 90 days. 

Host Earnings

Home Sharing

Housing Affordability
For many hosts, home sharing is an economic lifeline that makes it possible for long-
time residents to pay the bills, make ends meet, and stay in the cities they love.  Across 
Lisbon, the typical host makes approximately €530 monthly sharing their home. Much 
of this income goes towards regular household expenses. 

The vast majority of Airbnb hosts share the home in which they live, and do not rent 
their properties enough nights to earn more than they pay in rent. 

NIGHTS HOSTED PER LISTING

> 180

91–120

121–180

0–30

31-60

61-90

72%
Hosts with just 1 listing
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Environmental Impacts
Staying in an Airbnb property is, by its nature, much more resource efficient and 
environmentally friendly than typical accommodations. 

By staying in properties available on the Airbnb platform instead of traditional 
accommodation options, Airbnb guests in Lisbon  between January 2015 and 
December 2015 resulted in an estimated: 

Energy savings equivalent of

7,600 Homes

Greenhouse gas emissions  
equivalent of 

21,900 Cars

Waste reduction up to
 

1,090 tons 

Water reduction equivalent of 

120 Olympic-sized pools

Hosts who incorporate environmentally-
friendly practices in their hosting

96%95+5 Hosts who provide recycling for 
guests

50%
Hosts who provide information 
on public transportation

87%
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Key Definitions

Annual Earnings Median value of total income earned by host during the one-year study period.
(Typical Host) Annual earnings are presented for typical hosts. 

Average Length of Stay The average length of stay per guest, rather than per trip.  

Guest Airbnb community members who stay in Airbnb listings. 

Host Airbnb community members who rent space on Airbnb. 

Guest Arrivals All guests visiting a particular location. Guest arrivals includes guests who live in 
the same location they may have stayed in. 

 
Listing (Active) A property listed on Airbnb. Listings may include entire homes or apartments, 

private rooms or shared spaces. Active Listings are all listings that appear on the 
website during a search. Active listings do not necessarily have availability on a 
particular date or at all. 

Nights Hosted Total number of nights a given listing is rented through Airbnb in the study period.
(By Listing)  Only listings that were active as of the start of the study period, and had at least 

one booking during the study period are included, in order to present the most 
representative annual values for Airbnb hosting activity.

 
Nights Hosted Median value of total nights hosted per host during the one-year study period. 
(Typical Host)  Nights Hosted are presented for typical hosts. 

Outbound Guest All guests from a particular location who booked an Airbnb listing, regardless of 
where the listing is. There may be some minor overlap between Guest Arrivals and 
Outbound Guests.  All guests associated with a particular reservation are attribut-
ed to the location of the booking guest. 

Total Economic Activity Economic activity here refers to the sum of host earnings through Airbnb and Airb-
nb guest daytime spending. 

Typical Host  The median host for all hosts who had at least one active listing as of the start of 
the study period and at least one booking during the study period. Typical host 
definitions are used to calculate Annual Earnings and Nights Hosted. Presenting 
the median value for all hosts who were active as of the start of the study period 
provides the most representative values for the Airbnb host community. 

 


